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Abstract 

In this study, the author investigates a two-stage transport system, which consists of several warehouses and 

demand points grouped into clusters. The study aims to identify the combination of shipping and delivery 

strategies, which implementation in two-stage transport system increase efficiency. To achieve this objective, the 

author models the costs associated with the application of those strategies in different transport solutions, proposes 

a framework useful for efficiency evaluation and its practical application. During a case study, the author 

investigates those transport solutions and specifies the most economically attractive ones allowing to achieve costs 

reduction for products supply to each cluster. According to the case study analysis, approximately 47 % of costs 

could be minimised in the transport system by applying the transportation solution, which includes the combination 

of store order shipping and direct store delivery strategies. The scientific novelty of this research is the application 

of the proposed framework for efficiency examination in the two-stage transport system. 20 refs. 
(Received in August 2020, accepted in November 2020. This paper was with the author 1 month for 2 revisions.) 
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Abstract 

Given the high prices of machine tools, customers often engage in careful deliberation before placing any orders for 

machines. The number and size of orders may suddenly change when the demand unexpectedly increases or 

plummets. This paper proposes the concept of “reservation threshold”, which refers to mitigating possible 

crowding-out by applying advanced capacity for handling potential orders. This threshold also serves as an order 

entrance control to reduce the number of non-confirmed orders. A simulation model is used to explore the impact 

of various threshold values on production system profitability. Data abstracted from a representative company are 

used as a case study. Scenarios for three reservation strategies are examined for negotiation probability 

distributions. Through numerical experiments, the significance of an appropriate reservation threshold is 

demonstrated for normal capacity scenarios; the reservation strategy outperforms the no-reservation strategy under 

conditions of normal and insufficient capacity while the module reservation strategy is the best of the three 

reservation strategies. 18 refs. 
(Received in August 2020, accepted in December 2020. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

This article aims to propose a fuzzy model for closed-loop material requirement planning (MRP) systems 

considering uncertain parameters like production capacity, on-hand inventory and lead times. For this, a 

deterministic closed-loop MRP model is proposed, and then fuzzy coefficients in the constraints of the model are 

used to establish the fuzzy MRP model, which depends on the degrees of satisfaction (λ) of the decision-maker. 

Data from a production plan of a company dedicated to the manufacture of electrical transformers are employed to 

verify the proposed fuzzy MRP model, minimizing inventory holding costs, production setup costs, and extra 

capacity costs. The results show the fuzzy model performs better than the deterministic model, especially for low λ 

values, providing better performance in terms of the total cost, total inventory, service level, and computational 

efficiency. 31 refs. 
(Received in September 2020, accepted in November 2020. This paper was with the authors 2 weeks for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

In roll forming a metal sheet is incrementally bent at room temperature through numerous pairs of opposing 

forming rolls. The shafts equipped with rolls represent the most compliant assemblies in the whole roll forming 

mill. The shafts of one forming pass have to be aligned in the right position, relative to each other and the next as 

well as the prior forming pass, to avoid defects and to ensure profile dimensions which fulfil the geometric 

requirements. The forming forces vary greatly, depending on the roll set geometry, settings and stiffness of the 

individual forming passes. These forming forces lead to deflections of the shafts equipped with rolls, which need to 

be compensated. In this paper, a finite element model with hexahedron elements of the shafts equipped with rolls is 

developed, in order to determine its load-deflection behaviour. The accuracy of the model is validated with the aid 

of experimental data. The provided model shows high accuracy compared to the experimental data and no 

systematic error over the tested load range is observed. Additionally, the nonlinear stiffness behaviour is 

investigated in detail to understand the occurring nonlinear effects. 20 refs. 
(Received in September 2020, accepted in November 2020. This paper was with the authors 1 week for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

Ensuring uniform motion of hydraulic actuators is one of the most demanding tasks in the field of Hydraulic Drive 

Technology. Various, more or less demanding and precise, mechanical-hydraulic or electro-hydraulic solutions are 

used depending on the accuracy requirements of uniform motion. In addition to more precise uniform motion, the 

electro-hydraulic solutions also enable compensation and elimination of many inequalities. 

      The paper deals with the issue of ensuring quality uniform motion of hydraulic rotary actuators. To ensure high 

rotation accuracy, proportional valves are used as cost-effective, continuously operating electrohydraulic valves. At 

the forefront of the discussion is the influence of different valve characteristics on the uniform rotation, with 

differences arising from faults in valve manufacturing, valve assembly, or due to different valve degradation. Based 

on a detailed mathematical model of the system and simulations based on real measured different characteristics of 

the valves used, the effects of these differences are shown and control methods to eliminate them. 26 refs. 
(Received in September 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

When building a new company or optimising an existing one, material handling (MH) is often forgotten. Therefore, 

the paper presents a decision tree, on the basis of which it is possible to select the most suitable MH system by 

simulation depending on the selected production parameters. Such a simulation can greatly facilitate the selection 

of the most suitable MH system which will ensure minimal time consumption and still acceptable costs. 

      To perform the simulation, a generalised production system model for 5 different MH systems was created in 

the FlexSim software, with which 32 different scenarios could be simulated depending on the selected production 

parameters, tested in a production facility of injection moulded components for the automotive industry. The data 

obtained from the simulations were then used to analyse the influence of the selected parameters on possible MH 

systems. For all potential scenarios, the solutions of which are acceptable for MH, a cost-benefit analysis was 

performed. Based on the analysis, a difference of 75 % between the most and least favourable scenarios was 

established. 20 refs. 
(Received in October 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the authors 2 weeks for 2 revisions.) 
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Abstract 

Frequent shifts of electrical submersible pump (ESP) often lead to system vibration and noise, thereby reducing its 

operational stability. Three different speed change schemes were investigated to improve the stability of its variable 

speed process. The operational stability of ESP under different variable speed schemes was analysed. The transient 

numerical calculations of different variable speed schemes were conducted on ANSYS CFX to obtain the head 

fluctuation law. The stability of ESP with different head fluctuation laws was analysed, and the accuracy of 

numerical calculation was verified through tests. Result show that a high similarity is found between the head 

change curves and speed change curves with all methods. The head stability in uniform acceleration variable speed 

process and quadratic acceleration process with negative quadratic coefficient is high. The extreme value of head 

variation rate with the two variable speed processes is small, which is convenient for the stability of the variable 

speed operation of ESP. The research results serve as guide for improving the stability of the variable speed process 

of ESP. 32 refs. 
(Received in October 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the authors 2 months for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

Rate of penetration (ROP) and wear resistance are important evaluation indexes for the performance of bits. This 

study proposed a novel bit design method using diamond impregnated block (DIB) and polycrystalline diamond 

compact (PDC) cutter by simulation experiment analysis to enhance the ROP and service life of PDC bits in hard 

formation. A DIB material suitable for hard formation was determined by the simulation experiment. A DIB-PDC 

hybrid bit rock-breaking test model was established by analysing the rock breaking mechanism of DIB-PDC 

elements. Results demonstrate that the ROP and wear rate of DIB materials are directly proportional to diamond 

particle size. The ROP of PDC bit is negatively correlated with wear height. The ROP of PDC bit is proportional to 

weight-on-bit (WOB). The ROP of DIB bits is relatively stable despite the linear correlation with WOB. The ROP 

of DIB-PDC bits is 1.99 m/h, which is higher than that of DIB and PDC bits. The result is verified by drilling 

simulation. The findings provide a good reference for designing personalized PDC bits suitable for special stratum. 

24 refs. 
(Received in October 2020, accepted in December 2020. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

Presented paper is focused on comparison of three types of steel for production of tubes with shaped internal 

surface for applications in energy producing industry. Simulations were performed in Deform-3D software with 

usage of finite elements method. Steels 20MnCr5, C10 and 34CrNiMo6 were selected for simulations. Obtained 

results are showing deformation, stress, strain and temperature during cold drawing of tubes with shaped internal 

surface and also resulting comparison of three tested materials depending on the course of load during the forming 

process. As a conclusion of the presented research is comparison of presented three steels according to the 

simulation results. Presented paper has potential to increase knowledge base in the area of forming tubes with 

shaped internal surface. Obtained results can contribute to a proper selection of tool material, coatings and process 

set up for forming process of tubes with shaped internal surface. 32 refs. 
(Received in October 2020, accepted in November 2020. This paper was with the authors 1 week for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

The shearer consists of the cutting department for coal cutting, the transmission system for power transmission and 

the hydraulic system for height adjustment. The cutting department determines the service life and work efficiency 

of the mining machine in application. To study the vibration of the cutting department when the drum works at 

different heights, the hydromechatronical co-simulation model of the cutting department of the mining machine 

was established. Using the simulation model and input signal, the vibration of the motor gear, sun gear, and cutting 

unit arm was simulated when the shearer drum worked at different heights, and the cause of the vibration was 

analysed in detail in the study. Simulation results demonstrate that a more evident vibration occurs at the 

measurement positions on the ranging arm when the piston moves by 0.44 m. Moreover, the hydraulic cylinder, sun 

gear and motor gear also easily suffer vibrations with different levels and more attention should be paid on those 

components during shearer design process. 25 refs. 
(Received in October 2020, accepted in February 2021. This paper was with the authors 2 months for 2 revisions.) 
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Abstract 

A common method for solving multi-objective optimization problems are evolutionary algorithms (EA), which are 

utilizing an iterative population-based approach and do not need prior information about the problem to be solved. 

These algorithms require a variety of control parameters, e. g. the three evolutionary operators (selection, crossover 

and mutation), a termination criterion and the population size, which are subject of many studies. In contrast to 

these a less considered factor is the initialization of the first population. This paper analyses the influence of 

different initialization methods besides the classic sampling with a pseudo-random number generator on the 

convergence behaviour of the algorithm NSGA-III. 

      It can be shown that different sampling methods affect the convergence behaviour significantly, whereby some 

methods increase while others decrease the convergence speed. The results also show a strong dependency and 

interaction between the initialization method and the optimization problem. 36 refs. 
(Received in November 2020, accepted in December 2020. This paper was with the authors 1 week for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

Combining lean techniques with software and digital tools currently creates a high potential to be more efficient, 

faster, and better. The reason is that the Lean tools are more standardized, more transparent than others and are 

limited to the necessary work. The case study aimed to create a model of the current state, testing the productivity 

and efficiency of production and logistics flows and then design optimization options using software support. The 

analysis resulted in the design and testing of e-Kanban in terms of business practice to increase the efficiency of 

logistics processes using selected elements of modeling and simulation. The design consisted in the implementation 

of a selected Lean tool e-Kanban, its testing and optimal setup using the simulation software Tecnomatix Plant 

Simulation. The created simulation model can be used in connection with the solution of process digitization in the 

researched company. 18 refs. 
(Received in November 2020, accepted in February 2021. This paper was with the authors 1 week for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

In this research, an evaluation of the external transverse micro-turning with conventional cutting inserts was 

performed with a constant cutting force in a dry environment. During machining, the number of revolutions, 

machining time and cutting forces was varied. Before and after machining, the diameter of the workpiece, 

circularity and the roughness of the machined surface was measured. The obtained results indicate that with 

increasing number of revolutions, time and cutting force, the cutting depth increases. The results show that this type 

of machining can achieve very small cutting depths and reduce circularity deviation and roughness of the machined 

surface. Based on the experimental results, the modelling of the artificial neural network (ANN) was performed 

which reliably predicted the change in diameter, cylindricity, and roughness after micro-turning operation, with a 

mean percentage error smaller than 3 %. It can be concluded that the application of ANN is adequate during the 

machining process with the constant cutting force, since the output parameters can be predicted with small error, 

while also reducing effort and costs. 26 refs. 
(Received in December 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the authors 1 week for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

The neural network (NN) has an advantage in handling the massive real-time monitoring data on discrete 

manufacturing. Therefore, this paper proposes a production management and control method for discrete 

manufacturing job-shops based on ant colony optimization (ACO). Firstly, the production management and control 

problem for discrete manufacturing job-shops was described through the functional analysis on the management 

and control system, followed by establishing the corresponding mathematical model. After that, the ACO was 

improved to solve the static multi-objective production management and control problem. Then, the authors set up 

an NN-based production management and control model for dynamic discrete manufacturing job-shop, and detailed 

the way to select and transform the judgement result on production state and to set up the training set. Finally, the 

effectiveness of our algorithm was verified through experiments. 23 refs. 
(Received in September 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

During the rotation, the stability of the shaft changes with the fit clearance between the bearing and the journal. 

Taking the “three oil film-rotor” structure as the object, this paper systematically explores the variation in oil film 

pressure, oil film thickness, and shaft axis orbit, when the shaft is subject to transient impact load and oil film 

cavitation, based on the Reynolds equation under three-dimensional (3D) conditions. The results show that: The 

intermediate oil film of the “three oil film-rotor” structure had the greatest impact on the carrying capacity of the 

system; the most significant variation in oil film thickness was observed, when the pressure on the intermediate oil 

film reached the peak; the fit clearance between the bearing and the journal suppressed the surface pressure on oil 

film, and intensified the deformation of oil film. The research findings lay the theoretical basis for how the fit 

clearance of the lubrication system affects system stability. 17 refs. 
(Received in October 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the authors 2 months for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

Manufacturing supply chain is vulnerable to various risks, because of its complex network structure, as well as the 

strong sensitivity of manufacturing to the dynamic market changes. Therefore, the management of supply chain 

risks has become the focus of manufacturers. To help Chinese enterprises reduce or eliminate supply chain risks, 

this paper puts forward several hypotheses and a risk forecast model for manufacturing through theoretical analysis. 

By the Amos method, the hypotheses were tested through path analysis with empirical data. Finally, an artificial 

neural network (ANN) was adopted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed Amos model. The study provides 

the reference for preventing supply chain risks and promoting the healthy development of manufacturing 

enterprises. 33 refs. 
(Received in October 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the author 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

With the gradual rise of customized manufacturing, the connection between e-commerce and intelligence 

manufacturing system have been deepened, highlighting the importance of intelligent scheduling to both intelligent 

manufacturing and e-commerce. The key to intelligence manufacturing lies in workshop scheduling. This paper 

optimizes the genetic algorithm (GA) with deep learning neural network (DLNN) and applies the optimized GA to 

realize intelligent workshop scheduling. Firstly, the production methods of e-commerce products were analysed, as 

well as the features of workshop scheduling problem (WSP). On this basis, the authors established a mathematical 

model of the WSP. Considering the actual needs of the workshop, an integrated scheduling algorithm was designed 

combining DLNN and GA. The algorithm improves the GA with a DLNN called long short-term memory network 

(LSTM) and constructs the fitness function in a novel manner. Simulation results show that our algorithm can avoid 

the local optimal trap that plagues the original GA, and better the global search performance. 22 refs. 
(Received in December 2020, accepted in January 2021. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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Abstract 

Flexible job-shop scheduling could effectively lower the costs of manpower and materials. However, there is little 

report on the scheduling algorithm or optimization model for the optimization of production resources. This paper 

proposes a resource-constrained flexible job-shop scheduling algorithm based on an improved genetic algorithm. 

Firstly, an optimization model was established for resource-constrained FJSP, together with the objective functions 

about resources and time, as well as constraints. Next, the multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) was 

combined with the whale optimization algorithm (WOA) into a combinatory method to solve the proposed model 

for resource-constrained FJSP. Experimental results show that the combination enhances the adaptivity of 

crossover and mutation probabilities, and improves the local search ability, presenting an effective solution to the 

FJSP. 27 refs. 
(Received in December 2020, accepted in February 2021. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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